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ON THE STONE-WEIERSTRASS THEOREM
FOR THE STRICT AND SUPERSTRICT TOPOLOGIES

R. G. HAYDON

Abstract. Sentilles has introduced topologies /80, B and Bx on the space

Cb(S) of all bounded, continuous, real-valued functions on the completely

regular space S, which yield as dual spaces the three important spaces of

measures, M,(S), M7(S) and Ma(S), respectively. A number of authors have

proved a Stone-Weierstrass theorem for Bq, the coarsest of the three

topologies. In this paper, it is shown that the superstrict topology Bx does not

obey the Stone-Weierstrass theorem, except perhaps when /?, = B. Examples

are then given to show that the situation for B itself is rather complicated.

1. Introduction. The topological spaces S, T, ... considered in what

follows will all be completely regular (and Hausdorff). The space Cb(S) of all

bounded, continuous, real-valued functions on S may be equipped with any

one of the strict, superstrict and substrict topologies, denoted by B, Bx and /?0,

respectively. These were introduced by Sentilles in [7], and by Fremlin,

Garling and Haydon in [2], where the notations TT, Tg and Tt were used. A

convenient definition is that of [2], in terms of uniformly smooth sets of

functionals. If (fa) is a decreasing net in Cb(X), with pointwise infimum 0, let

us write fa j 0. Then a set A of linear functionals on Cb(X) is uniformly t-

smooth (resp. uniformly a-smooth) if (p,fa) -* 0 (resp. <«,/,) -* 0) uniformly

over p E A, whenever/, j 0 (resp. whenever (/,) is a sequence in Cb(X) and

fn i 0). The topology B (resp. /?.) is defined to be the topology of uniform

convergence on uniformly r-smooth (resp. uniformly a-smooth) sets of func-

tionals. The dual of Cb(S) under B (resp. Bx) can be identified with the space

MA[S) (resp. Ma(S)) of all r-additive Borel measures on 5 (resp. all a-additive

Baire measures on S) (cf., for instance, §2 of [4]). When we make this

identification, it is a useful convention to write </x,/) when/ £ Cb(S) and we

are thinking of p as a linear functional, and to write p(F) when F is a p-

measurable set and we are thinking of p as a set function.

The topology B0 can be defined as the finest locally convex topology on

Cb(S) that coincides on the (uniform norm) unit ball with the topology K of

uniform convergence on compact subsets of S. This topology is coarser than

B, and the dual (Cb(S), B0)' can be identified with the space M,(S) of all tight

measures on S. The /?0-equicontinuous sets are the uniformly tight sets of

measures, that is, those norm bounded sets A having the property: for every

e > 0, there exists a compact set A" £ 5 such that |p|(5\A") < e for all

p E A.
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The dual of Cb(S) under the uniform norm topology can, of course, be

identified with the space M(BS) of all Radon measures on the Stone-Cech

compactification BS on S. Let us write [iB for the measure on BS associated

with n G (Cb(S), 11-11)'. Then, by the results of §2 of [4],
H is r-smooth iff nB(K) = 0 whenever A" is a compact subset of BS\S;

ju is a-smooth iff nB(AT) = 0 whenever A" is a compact G$ subset of BS and

S n K = 0;
ju. is tight iff S is /immeasurable with \nB\(BS\S) = 0.

If / G Cb(S), we denote by fB the unique continuous extension of/to BS.

Of the three principal classes of measures, the tight measures are certainly

the easiest to handle in practice, since we have available the powerful method

of reduction to the case of measures on a compact space. But it has been

suggested by more than one author (e.g. [4], [10], [12]) that the r-additive

measures are "more natural". It is reasonable, therefore, to see how many of

the agreeable properties of tight measures, and of the associated topology B0,

extend to r-smooth measures and the strict topology B. The starting point in

this paper is the Stone-Weierstrass theorem for B0, which can be found in [2],

[3], [8] and [11]. Summers has used this theorem in his investigation of

separability [9], and has drawn attention to the question of whether such a

theorem holds for B.

We shall be able to see quickly that Bx will not satisfy a theorem of this type,

except perhaps when Bx = B. We shall note an example of a separable metric

space 5 such that (Cb(S),B) does not satisfy the Stone-Weierstrass theorem,

and then construct a separable metric space T such that MT(T) ¥= Mt(T),

while (Cb(T),B) does satisfy the theorem. The unsatisfactory nature of these

results for B must, in the author's opinion, be taken as evidence against the

claim that the class of r-smooth measures should be our principal object of

study.

2. The Stone-Weierstrass property. Let us say that a locally convex

topology y on Cb(S) has the property (SW) if, whenever A is a subalgebra of

Cb(S), which separates the points of S and contains the constant functions, it

follows that A is Y-dense in Cb(S). This is a rather weaker property than is

generally considered. Let us say, then, that y has the slightly stronger property

(SSSW) if A is y-dense in Cb(S) whenever A is a separating subalgebra such

that, for each s G S, there is some / G A with f(s) ¥= 0. Each of these is, of

course, more properly a property of the dual (Cb(S), y)', since any two locally

convex topologies that yield the same dual have the same closed subspaces.

The first proposition of this paragraph shows that the properties (SW) and

(SSSW) are equivalent for a fairly wide class of topologies. For convenience,

let us say that a locally convex topology y on Cb(S) is admissible if y is coarser

than the uniform norm topology and finer than the topology t of pointwise

convergence on S, and if (Cb(S),y)' is a solid subspace of M((1S) (that is to

say, if u G (Cb(S),y)', v G M(BS) and \v\ < |/x| imply v G (Cb(S),y)'). This
will be the case if y is a strict topology, or if y is any locally convex topology,

finer than r, for which multiplication is separately continuous, and such that

(Cb(S), y)' is a norm-closed subspace of M(BS).

2.1 Theorem. The properties (SW) and (SSSW) are equivalent for admissible
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topologies. Moreover, ify is admissible and(Cb(S),y) has (SW), then (Cb(S),y)'

C Mr(S).

Proof. Let us prove the last assertion first. If (Cb(S),y)' <J MT(S), there

exist p £ (Cb(S),y)' and a compact K Q BS\S with pB(K) ¥= 0. Choose any

point s0 E S and define A = {/ £ Ct(S):/^|A' =/(^o))- Then ^ is a

separating subalgebra and ls E A. Since (C6(S),y)' is solid, the measure v,

defined by ^ - lK- pB, is in (C6(S),y)'. Also 8(sQ) £ (C6(S),y)' and X

= 8(s0) - (p^(A"))~ »»is a nonzero element of (Cb(S),y)' with X|^ = 0.

Suppose now that (Cb(S), y) does not satisfy (SSSW). Then there exists a

subalgebra A of Cb(S), which separates points of S from each other and from

0, together with a nonzero element p of (Cb(S), y)' with p\A =0. Since, by

what we have just proved, we know that (Cb(S),y) does not satisfy (SW) if

(Cb(S), y)' $ MT(S), we can suppose that p is T-smooth. So there is a subset

T = supp p = S\iA{G: G is open in 5 and |p|(G) = 0}, with the property

|p|(S\F) = 0, |p|(G) > 0 whenever G is open and G n T ¥= 0. Since A does

not annihilate any point of S, T contains more than one point. So there is a

function h E A that is not constant on T. In this case, p and p, = h • p are

linearly independent elements of (Cb(S),y)'. Putting

B = {/+ als:f £ A and a £ R},

we see that B is a separating subalgebra of Cb(S) and that ls E B, while, for

suitably chosen a, a, £ R, X = ap + a. px is a nonzero element of (Cb(S),y)'

withX|B = 0.

2.2 Corollary.  // (Cb(S),Bx) has  the property (SW),  then necessarily

(Cb(S),Bx) = (Cb(S),B).

Proof. We know from 2.1 that we must have Ma(S) = MT(S). The rest

follows from Proposition 5 of [2].

The following proposition characterizes (SW) in a useful alternative form.

We use the following piece of notation: when S and Fare completely regular

and <#>: S -> T is continuous, we define a mapping #: M(BS) -* M(BT) by

{$p,g) = {p,g o $>      (g e Q(F))

(identifying, as usual, MifiS) with (C6(5), ||-||)'); then <j> takes Ma(S) into M0(T),

MT(S) into MT(T) and Mt(S) into M,(T). Moreover, <J>p, as defined above,

coincides in these cases with the image measure defined in the usual set-

theoretic way by (<pp)(F) = p(<p_1F).

2.3 Proposition. Let S be a completely regular space and let y be a locally

convex topology on Cb(S), coarser than the uniform norm topology. Then

(Cb (S), y) satisfies (SW) if and only if, whenever T is a completely regular space,

and <p: S —> T is a continuous injection, the map <j> is injective on (Cb(S), y)'.

Proof. If (Cb(S),y) satisfies (SW) and <J> is as in the statement of the

proposition, let us consider A = {/ ° <f>: f E Cb(T)}, a separating subalgebra

of Cb(S), which contains ls. If <#> were not injective on (Cb(S),y)', there would

be some nonzero p £ (Cb(S), y)' such that <p,/° <p> = <^p,/) = 0 for all

/ £ Cb(T).
Conversely suppose that A is a separating subalgebra of Cb(S) and that

ls £ A. Let B denote the norm closure of A and consider the associated
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subalgebra BB = {fB:f G A) of C(BS). By one of the elementary conse-

quences of the standard Stone-Weierstrass theorem, BB has the form

{g o ip: g e C(T)} for some compact Hausdorff space T and some contin-

uous surjection xp: BS -> T. Let us define <f> = xp\S. Then <£ is an injection,

since A separates points. If A were not y-dense in Cb(S) then there would exist

a nonzero ju G (Cb(S), y)' with p\A = 0. Since y is coarser than the norm

topology, we should have ju| B = 0, and thus <£u = 0.

2.4 Corollary. The substrict topology BQ always satisfies (SW).

Proof. This now follows from the well-known result that if d>: S —> T is a

continuous injection, then so is <j>\M,(S). An easy way to show this is to

observe that, if ju, G Mt(S), then /t is determined by the values /x(A) with AT

compact. If <j> is an injection, then ju(AT) = n(<f>~l$K) = (<j>ju)(d>A).

2.5 Remark. Even if <£ is a homeomorphic embedding, <J> does not have to

be injective on Ma(S). Indeed, an example of this phenomenon was, in effect,

produced in the proof of the first part of Proposition 2.1. On the other hand,

<j>\MT(S) will always be injective when <£ is a homeomorphic embedding. One

way to see this is to recall the correspondence between r-smooth functionals

and Borel (as opposed to Baire) measures. The Borel a-field <Si(S) of 5 is

exactly {<p~l B: B G ®(r)}. So if £ju = 0, then, for every E = <b~l B G <$>(S),

we have fiE = pi$~lB) = (<j>ii)(B) = 0.

We are now in a position to give examples showing that the situation for the

strict topology B is far from straightforward.

2.6 Example. A separable metric space S such that (CbiS),B) does not satisfy

(SW).
Let J be a subset of I = [0,1] with m*J = 1 and m+J = 0, m denoting

Lebesgue measure. Define

S = (JX {0}) U ((IV) X {1}) C I X {0,1},

and let 77: S -> I be the projection on the first coordinate. Lebesgue measure

m on I induces r-smooth measures ju0 on J X {0} and ju.} on (I\/) X (1), and

we can see that (ix ¥= lie, while ttjUj = 7rju,0 = m.

This example is evidently a very special case, in which the space S splits into

two subsets which "fit together" nicely. In order to give an example where this

phenomenon will not occur, we need the following lemma which constructs a

particular nonmeasurable subset of I by a variant on the familiar method of

"one for me and one for you". For facts about analytic spaces see [5] and [1].

2.7 Lemma. There is a nonmeasurable subset T of [0,1] with the following

property:

(*) Let H,K be analytic subsets of [0,1 ], let Zbe a uncountable separable metric

space and let <b: H -* Z, \p: K —* Z be continuous surjections. Then there are

points x G H ("1  T,yGKD T with <bx = xpy.

Proof. Let S denote the set of all quadruples (H, AT, <£, \f) such that H,K are

analytic subsets of [0, 1], while <J> and xp are continuous mappings from H and

K, respectively, onto some uncountable subset Z of the product space I". Then
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card S = card R = c, and (identifying c with the corresponding initial ordi-

nal) we can index S as {(Ha,Ka,<ba,\pa): a < c}. We now define families (xa),

(ya), (za) of points of I by transfinite induction.

If B < c and xa, ya, za have already been defined for a < B, we first note

that card <bBHB = card Ho = card KR = c (since, by 32.V, Corollary 1 of [5],

an uncountable analytic set necessarily has cardinality c). So we can choose

XB G  HB> y&  G  KB  with  4>B{xf)) = M?^   and  XB* za* ^  (« < P)\   We
also choose zR E HR with xa ¥= zR # ya (a < R).

Finally, we put

T = {xa:a<c} U {ya: a < c}.

Whenever H is an uncountable Borel subset of I, we have H = Ha for some

a, and so xa E T (X H and za £ H\T. So H n T and H\T are both

nonempty, and it is thus true that m*T = 1, m* T = 0. But, by construction,

T also has the property (*), since every separable metrizable space Z can be

homeomorphically embedded in [0,1]".

2.8 Example. A separable metric space T such that Mt(T) ^ Mr(T) while

(Cb(T),B) does satisfy (SW).
We take T to be the subset of I constructed in Lemma 2.7. Suppose X is

completely regular and let tj: T —> X be a continuous injection. Let us put

Xx = r\T. The map/: MT(XX) -» MT(X) induced by the inclusion/: Xx -* X is

injective by the remark of 2.5, so it will be enough to show that the map

MT(T) -* MT(XX) is injective.

Now Xx is a regular continuous image of a separable metric space (a cosmic

space in the terminology of [6]), so that there is a coarser metrizable topology

on A",. Let Y denote the set A", equipped with this topology, and let f be the

completion of Y with respect to some compatible metric. Write 9 for the

continuous map T —> Y induced by tj. By Exercise 8.4 of [1], there is a Gs

subset t of I, containing T, and a continuous map 9: T —> Y extending 9.

If fj is not injective, then neither is 9 and it is not hard to see that we can

find p, v in Mf(T) with ||p|| = ||c|| = 1, p A v = 0 and 9p = ~9v = X, say.
Let us write p, v for the measures on f associated with p, v, respectively. Since

p A v = 0, we have p A v = 0, so there are disjoint Borel subsets H0, K0 of

Fwith p(H0) = 1, v(K0) = 1. The sets 9H0 and 9K0 are analytic, and thus X-

measurable. We certainly have X(9H0) = X(9K0) — 1, so, putting Z = 9H0

IX 9K0, we have X(Z) = 1. Thus, if H = H0 (X 9~XZ and K = K0 n 0_1Z,

H and K are analytic subsets of I with p(H) = v(K) = 1. It follows that

p(H n T) = v(K n T) = 1, and, since p and v cannot both be tight

measures (by the (SW) property for /80), at least one of H n T and K C\ T is

uncountable. Thus Z is uncountable, because 9\T = 9 is an injection. We can

now apply (*) with <j> = 9\H and \j> = 9\K. The conclusion that there exist

x £ T n H and y E T n K with <bx = \py contradicts the hypothesis that 9

is an injection and concludes the proof.
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